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CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK

• Autonomous robotic systems require detailed environmental perception
(e.g. 3D reconstructions) to complete challenging tasks such as object
recognition, obstacle avoidance, planning, and manipulation

• VGG-like Convolutional Neural Network (Figure 3)

• Pixel depth estimation typically comes from triangulating image features,
learning from single RGB images [1,2,3], or using laser rangefinders

• 6 convolution layers with stride 3x3 using ReLU activation

• Instead, we employ the out-of-focus aesthetic – bokeh – of an image to
determine a pixel-wise depth map via supervised learning using out-offocus images from a camera with labeled RGB-D sensor information

• 2 fully connected layers

• 4 max pooling layers

Convolution + ReLU!
Max Pooling!

112 x 112 x 16!

Fully Connected + ReLU !
Softmax!

28 x 28 x 64!
14 x 14 x 128!

• Acquired 344 labeled data examples of office scenes
include 52 image focal-stack and RGB-D image

[Exp3] Testing prediction: depth from focal-stack images in our dataset

1 x 1 x 576!

1 x 1 x 1024!

• Hardware (Figure 1):

Learning Curves on training data for all three data sets

1) Logitech C920 USB webcam for varying focus
images
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Raw Data

Image i

…

Filterd / Aligned

640 x 480 x 3!

Image N

…

640 x 480 x 3!

IMPLEMENTATION & EXPERIMENTS
• Implemented in Keras with TensorFlow backend
Figure 1. Mobile experimental data
collection setup.

Depth Image

512 x 424 x 1!

…

• Data are split into ~ 85% training examples and 15% test examples
• Images are shuffled before training
• [Exp1] Training with NYU Depth V2 dataset [5]. 11670 examples (single
RGB input to the neural net) in total. Took 6 hours for 30-epoch training on
a 12-core, 64-gb memory workstation.

470 x 470 x 3!

470 x 470 x 3!

Training
224 x 224 x 3!

224 x 224 x 3!

224 x 224 x 3!

24 x 24 x 1!

Figure 2. Example data from training set. Raw focal stack (N images with varying focal depth) and corresponding depth map (top
row). Filtered and aligned data (middle row). Training images and labeled data (bottom row).
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Link for all testing results

Figure 4. Learning curves with training data showing the mse loss (left) and mean absolute error (middle) per pixel. Note that the final
testing error for the focal stacks is slightly less than the single image data. Link to all testing results for our data set (right).

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
• Showed CNN with focus data in images yields lower training and testing
error than single RGB images
• Experimentally acquired novel data set of labeled, out-of-focus images

• [Exp3] Training with our own dataset (3674 examples). Each example
contains 10 RGB images input taken under different focal lengths (36740
images used in total).
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• Future work: Collect varied data in other environments (e.g. outdoors) with
different RGB optics that contain more depth information at larger
distances in the Kinect’s workspace – [0.4,4] meters

Table 1. Training and testing error results for all three data sets
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• [Exp2] Training with our own dataset. However, the input is just single RGB
image, for the purpose of comparison with our focal stack method. Took 3.5
hours for 30-epoch training.

• Same network structure for fair comparison (see Table 1)
470 x 470 x 3!
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640 x 480 x 3!

Mean Squared Error (pixels2)

• Performed data filtering, alignment, and scaling in
MATLAB using OpenCV (Figure 2)

Loss (pixels)

Figure 3. Convolutional Neural Network architecture using multiple input images from focal stack
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Single RGB Image
RGB Focal Stack
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• Acquire data using ROS and OpenCV in C++

• Replicated data using random 3D perspective
transforms to yield 3674 data examples for the
network
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2) Microsoft Kinect V2 for ground truth depth images

Image 1

Error: 5911

224 x 224 x 3 x N!

Prediction

224 x 224 x 3 x N!

Prediction

• Loss function: mean square error for all pixel depth values

Error: 7180

[Exp2] Testing prediction: depth from single RGB images in our dataset

• Output: 24x24 (flattened) depth estimation image

56 x 56 x 32!

DATA ACQUISITION

Ground Truth

• Input: 224x224 single or stacked RGB image(s). For N focal stack images
input, we superpose them together and make the depth 3*N

Ground Truth

• Project Goal: Learn pixel-wise depth mapping from labeled focalstack (sequence of images with varying focal-depth) using
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)

[Exp1] Testing prediction: depth from single RGB images in NYU dataset [5]

Ground Truth

• Current Depth from Focus (DfF) methods quantify the focus measure of
out-of-focus images using specific focus descriptors [4]

RESULTS
Prediction

INTRODUCTION
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